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A Lesson
A nd so the impossible
/-1 actually happened! Nor-

way suffered etionnous
floods in the south-east of
the country, only surpassed
by the historical floods of
1789. As the ICOLD meeting gets under way, it is
only three weeks since the
flooding was at its worst could a flood ever be more
relevant?
Uven
4
though the damage
has not yet been fully
assessed, it is clear that the
cost will surpass a billion
NorwegianKroner, i.e. USD
150 million, a sum that places the Ilood among the biggest natural disasters to have
hit the country.
ut the picture is not entirely gloomy. The dams
withstood the pressure quite
well despite the fact that the
floods were at the level of, or
even higher, than the design
flood (1000-yearflood).

uurthermorewe managed
to lessen the flooding
lower down in the watercourse considerably, by
drawing off the reservoirs in
advance. Thanks to a well
developed flood warning
systemthis was possible.

Thefloods
lessonwe
learnt
have
fromjust
the
experienced will form the
basis for further work on
river course safety in Norway in the coming years.
Together with the other
floods that have occurred in
recent times, such as those in
Holland and in Mississippi,
USA, this flood provides
valuable knowledge that
may lead to new developments in this field. I hope
ICOLD will give this priority too.

A nyhow I would like to
emphasise one lesson
learnt already:
Work on safety in watercourses is important. When
the flood is under way, there
is little we human beings can
do. In order to limit nature's
devastation, safety work
must be systematicallyplanned in a long term perspective.
A t orwegian
the last moment
Water and
the
Energy Administration has
been allocated time at the
ICOLD meeting for a more
detailed presentation of the
flood and the experience
drawn from it. I hope as
many delegates as possible
will be there to hear it.

ICOLD's president and the
general secretary have influence
and are able to "open doors".

ICOLD has no political power, but a
considerable potential for influence. And
a duty to inform! No other international
organisation carries more professional
authority than ICOLD.
It is true to say that ICOLD is a male
stronghold. But we are not as old as
some like to think!
Harald Brynildsen
This is how Kaare Høeg replies,
both seriously and with a smile,
when (Water & Energy) queries
him on the real identity of
ICOLD. The NNCOLD chairman has an office on the fourth
floor, about the same level as a
large dam. And he enjoys a
magnificent view of water, that
is sea, the Oslo Fjord. As professor and technical advisor to
the Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute (NGI) he keeps an eye
on dam installations in Norway
and most of the world.
He is often on the go himself to China for example, and his
colleagues have assignments in
all four corners of the world.
Recently NGI established an
office in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
But right now, by good fortune
we have the NNCOLD chairman in front of us, cheerful and
full of expectations shortly
before ICOLD is due to open its
one week annual meeting in
Oslo.
By the way it's not the first
meeting in Norway. The executive meeting, as it was called at
the time, was held in Stavanger
in 1968. Not many countries
have had such meetings twice. It
may have something to do with
the fact that Norway is an internationally recognized dam-building nation.
What is a "large dam"?
It is at least 15 metres high. In
the whole world there are
36,000 dams of such height, or
higher. Norway has 326 of
these. Not very many but for a
small country it's a relatively
high number. The explanation is
simple: 99.5 per cent of all our
electric power is hydropower.
On the other hand, Norway has
relatively few large dams for
water supply.
Still, there is more and more
talk of multi-purpose dams,
where diverse interests such as
power production, water supply,
flood protection as well as fishing and outdoor activities come
into consideration.
Strong opposition
Are large dams met with
strong opposition in the rest of
the world?

Yes, there is
opposition.
"Big dams are
bad" is a well
known slogan.
But that view
is very onesided.
The
World Bank is
scarcely involved any more
in large dams,
precisely
because of a
negative press.
Instead regio- - ICOLD has no political power, but with its pronal banks have fessional authority enjoys great influence, says
become more Kaare Høeg, president of NNCOLD.
involved.
enormous
When
President
Nelson cases with their
impacts, Høeg
Mandela opened the ICOLD cumulative
meeting in Durban last year he continues. He refers to China
said: "We are aware that dam where it is a question of moving
construction also entails some millions of people in connection
negative consequences, but for with giant dam projects.
What can ICOLD do?
South Africa it is essential that
Our organisation cannot give
we continue to build large
orders to individual nations or
dams".
We also know that flood disas- any others. But we can point to
ters claim around 100,000 lives good examples and say "this is
every year. That is one of many the right way to do things". In
reasons for building large dams, this way we can avoid the mistakes of the past. The national
adds Høeg.
But is it possible to reduce the committees have great influence in their own countries, I'm
negative effects?
It has to be admitted that we quite sure of that. ICOLD memhaven't always paid enough bers are experts who quite often
attention to the environment, to hold important positions in the
the far-reaching effects of a dam ministries, in the civil service
project. It can destroy a river etc. in their respective countrisystem and in some cases force es.
And when large projects are
thousands of people to move.
I don't think the engineers are being planned, ICOLD-bullethe only ones to blame, but we tins (reports) are used to a large
could have exerted more influ- extent. They offer advice and
ence on politicians and others in are almost regarded as textbocharge to give them a more oks.
comprehensive view of the pro- We also have other organisatiblems. The main purpose with ons, but none carry as much
our meeting here in Oslo is authority in this field as
exactly that, to shed light on ICOLD. The Paris Secretariat
both the negative and the posit- provides continual information
ve aspects of large dam pro- to interested organisations and
jects. We would like to see an
even greater awareness of integrated planning in addition to
the technical and the economic
aspects. The planning of a dam
project must also include the
social and the environmental
aspects. It is no longer enough
to ensure that a dam is technically secure. Both safety and
environment must be taken care
of.
ICOLD advises
Dam projects are often special
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- Oh yes, we are a male stronghold, well advanced in years.
But there are also a number of
young participants coming to
the meeting in Oslo!

"Turned out very well"
- What reputation does Norway
have as dam building nation?
- I think we are known for
taking care of the environrnent.
On the whole our installations
have had few negative impacts.
But we must remember that in
we are also fortunate in having
more favourable conditions
than many other countries, with
installations high up in the
mountains where the impacts
are relatively minor.
- It is a pleasure to point to Alta
as an example, and it is often
cited in international specialist
literature. The picture of doom
that was painted by the opposition has not materialised. I have
even heard some of the opposition at the time now say "this
turned out very well after all".
When the ICOLD delegates
visit the north of Norway they
will be able to see for themselves how the developer, in this
case Statkraft, has in fact done
more for the environment than
was strictly required by the authorities.
Battle over water
Water is a bone of contention.
Can ICOLD play a role here?
We have a special committee
for Shared Rivers. The committee has already worked on this
problem for some years, and it
continues its dicussions here in
Oslo. The goal is to produce a
bulletin, or a report. And it will
then offer guidance and recommendations on possible lines of
action, e.g. in relation to the
World Bank and others. The
report may possibly indicate
other and more environmentally
friendly technical solutions to a
water problem than what had
been thought of earlier.
- More hydropower?
Water supply directly to people and for food production is
even more important than
hydropower. But in the middle
of the CO2 debate we see that
hydropower is very advantageous. I believe today's trend
towards less hydropower will
be reversed, says Høeg. Only
one sixth of the world's hydropower potential has been
exploited so far.
One in twenty
Is ICOLD, together with the
electricity profession, a male
stronghold?
Yes, I'm afraid I have to admit
this is so. There is only one
single woman among twenty
committee chairmen. In the
entire gathering there will hardly be more than a dozen
women.
But we are not only old men, as
many claim, insists Høeg with a
broad smile.
It is true that many delegates
meet each other again year after
year - and have great pleasure
in doing so. The age structure is
probably not the best, but for
this arrangement and in particular for the symposium we have
really made an effort to attract

youngerpeople, new engineers,
biologists and ecologists.
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accompanied by the need to
re-locate whole populations
and all the human and social
problems such moves entail.
Engineers and others who
may perhaps be overly fascinated by modern technology
and amazing architectural
feats, must constantly bear in
mind that they have to look at
far more than the bottom line
when taking decisions that
change geograhphy, topography and nature. They have
not always been aware of the
rootlessness entailed by
moving entire populations,
nor of the social and human
disasters potentially engendered by the large-scale, forced
migrations that are sometimes unavoidable in connection with development projects.

Although it is always a great pleasure to welcome
international assemblies to Norway's capital city,
I was particularly gratified by the invitation to
deliver the opening address to the annual
meeting of this prominent group - the
International Commission on Large Dams.
Kåre Willoch
It seems as if Norwegians
have always been fascinated
by the art of dam building probably because of the
somewhat special natural conditions that prevail here in
Norway where we have steep
mountains, deep valleys and
abundant precipitation in
most parts of the country.
Hydropower saw a real breakthrough here about a century
ago. As a layman, I have the
impression that Norway' s
numerous, widely diverse
hydropower projects have led
dam builders to attain quite a
high level of sophistication.
What is more, they seem to
have developed a clear sense
of the aesthetic to go hand in
hand with their technological
advances. I believe that is
why Norway is the home of
so many elegantly designed
and executed dams. Planners
have begun to landscape not
only the dam sites per se, but
also quarries and tailing tips,
making areas that used to be
eyesores into places of beauty. They are even using the
water itself to "improve" on
nature. A prime example is
Norway's Hallingdal Valley,
where the introduction of
weirs created very attractive
bodies of water in an area
whose full potential had not
been previously realised due
to irregular water flow. It will
be exciting to see how these
"resourceful"
developers
resolve the numerous interesting challenges still ahead.

OPENING
ADDRESS
to
ICOLD's ANNUAL
MEETING
OSLO, NORWAY
July 6 1995
that gas emissions are
endangerIng our climate, it
must be admitted that this
year's abnormal flooding in
Norway is not quite as
abnormal
as
some
environmentalists would have
it: Norway experienced a flood that was even worse in
1789, long before man began
recklessly converting his
natural legacy of fossil fuels
into carbon dioxide.
Yet the risk of recurrence is
so high that we cannot fail to
realise the need for precautionary measures. While
hindsight is always blessed
with 20/20 vision, there are a
few questions that are simply
unavoidable: Why have settlements been placed in flood
basins - even where other
alternatives have been available?

What can be done to get
water through bottlenecks
more quickly so there will be
less flooding above them, and
how can the waters be managed to minimise damage
below them? And where and
how should barriers be erected to keep flood waters away
from particularly valuable
As you have no doubt heard, areas?
Mother Nature provided a rather spectacular backdrop for Where should we accept
your meeting by arranging flooding in order to prevent
one of the worst floods in the the same water from pouring
history of Norway shortly into other areas, causing even
before your arrival. Just greater damage?
northeast of Oslo, vast tracts
of land and a great number of What about large dams? In
buildings were inundated. the light of its topographical
Thanks to the country's topo- conditions, should Norway
graphy and sparse population, build more dams to hold the
the damages are not as far- flood waters back until the
reaching as what one sees on watercourses below them are
the Continent, but they are able to handle the increased
nonetheless very serious for flow rates and volumes?
us.
Questions are always raised Our domestic debate would
in the wake of such natural be well advised to recognise
catastrophes. Is mankind to that the questions of flood
blame for unfavourable cli- control and energy supply are
matic changes? Are we closely related and that, to a
undermining nature' s own large extent, they represent
capacity to absorb water so two different causal approathat floods gather momentum ches to the same conclusion:
more quickly and cause more First, we need more large
damage? If the answer to tho- reservoirs above populated
se questions is "yes-, should areas and farmlands if we are
we be prepared for ever more to safeguard such areas from
frequent recurrences of such flood waters.
disasters?
Next, on its way from such
While the experts have given reservoirs to the sea, the
us ample reason to believe water could provide more

å

Another advantage of the
situation in this country is
that we have relatively little
need for water for irrigation
purposes, despite the odd dry
summer. At least we don't
have to contend with the problems that arise because of
salt deposits that reduce fertility. Almost every part of
the country has sufficient
annual precipitation.
Former Prime Minister, County Governor Kåre Willoch.
Photo Scanfoto

hydroelectric power than we
produce today. Increasing
hydropower could reduce the
need for electricity generated
from fossil fuels. The implementation of such plans
would go far beyond simply
paying lip service to the achievement of environment
objectives; it would constitute
a real contribution to limiting
emissions of climatic gases.
The connection between flood
control and power production
has been very clearly demonstrated in a number of different valleys in Norway: The
recent flood was truly a disaster of magnitude in the Østerdal and Gudbrandsdal valleys.
And although the climatic and
hydrological conditions are
quite similar the Hallingdal
Valley, the outcome was different Whether it was intentional or a stroke of luck, the
huge highland reservoirs there were close to empty, so
they had the capacity needed
to accommodate the flood
waters. Consequently, it was
possible to prevent flooding
there. The torrents that could
potentially have flooded the
Hallingdal Valley are now
waiting tranquilly high up in
the mountains, ready to be
used to make firstrate, totally
renewable,
non-polluting,
readily transportable energy.

where the waters would engulf mountainous areas that
are far from productive. Where waters designated for
power production have to be
diverted from their natural
courses, there is always a risk
of causing aesthetic and ecological damage, and we must
remain constantly vigilant to
minimise such destructive
side effects. Fortunately, in
recent decades dam-builders
and power plant developers
have learned to take the environment into account by exercising more caution and care.
In other words, flood control,
energy production and environmental protection should
be highly compatible in a
wide variety of areas.

Another problem is that people have less than full confidence in the competent authorities. Simply put, they fear
that power producers would
be hesitant to release water
from the reservoirs until it is
too late, for fear that they
would not have enough water
left to ensure maximal
exploitation of their power
stations. Yet it should be possible to overcome the problems caused by a lack of
confidence so that we can
take full advantage of the
possibilities to prevent floods
and to utilise the hydropower
more efficiently, thanks to
On the other hand, I'm sure modern technology.
very few of you will be surprised when I tell you that From this perspective, your
any proposals to build more current host country is in a
large dams will encounter far more favourable position
very strong opposition in this that the densely-populated
country like everywhere else: countries where new dams
The immersion of large areas often call for extensive
is a serious matter, even here expropriation of property,

However, with an audience
such as yourselves, I cannot
resist venting one fear that I
have that is related to large
dams: I am referring to the
risk of destruction as a result
of an act of sabotage or war.
In my opinion, this issue
should receive far more
attention in this day and age.
One can hardly conceive of
the potential consequences if
one of the growing number of
totally unpredictable mentally-disturbed persons were to
succeed in destroying a large
dam.
I feel at liberty to pose such a
question because I know very
little about the technical
aspects of large dams. Yet in
the light of growing terrorism
and meaningless methods of
warfare, I cannot help but
wonder wheter at this point in
history we should not examine each large dam very carefullly to determine whether it
has weak points that could be
vulnerable to attack. If so, we
must determine how such
risks can be reduced.
By way of conclusion, I
would simply like to add that
a glance at your agenda has
convinced me that this meeting may prove to be very
interesting
indeed.
The
insight top-level experts can
gain from meeting face to
face and exchanging experience can never be overestimated. I sincerely hope that
Norway's contribution to this
event will live up to your
expectations, and that the
International Commission on
Large Dams will find its visit
to this country to be satisfying and rewarding. I bid you
a most heartfelt welcome to
Norway and her capital city
Oslo!
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tation of local resources, leading for instance to lowering
of the groundwater table,
infiltration of salt water in
coastal aquifers, irreversible
mining of fossil water, increased pollution risk, or damage to urban structures.

Arne Tollan is Director
Hydrology
Department,
Norwegian Water Resources
and Energy Administration

Arne Tollan
Water resources assessments is fundamental
for the economic development of any country.
Please read it again!
Water supply for cities,
towns and villages should
depend on reliable estimates
of the available resource. If
not, the risk is great that
water utilization sooner or
later will exceed sustainable
limits, either in quantity or
quality, - or both. There are
numerous examples from all
over the world of overexploi-

When water demand in a
region approaches or even
surpasses, available water
resources, user conflicts will
arise.
Some large-scale
examples hit the media headlines, like the Middle east
region, where water scarcity
is a fundamental cause for
international conflict. This
example is by no means unique. Globally, more than half
of the world's runoff takes
place in 200 rivers crossing
country borders. Only in
Europe some 140 bilateral or
multilateral agreements regulate the utilization of crossborder water resources. In all
such cases accurate assessments of the resources in
question are necessary, (but
not sufficient), conditions for
dispute settlement.

irrigation water is actually
used by the plants, on average), insufficient control
mechanisms,
and
poor
resource assessments, have
often led to erosion problems
and salinization.
In a world of growing energy demand, renewable energy sources are clearly coming
into focus, when we are
approaching the end of fossil
fueled energy world. Renewable energy does not mean
unlimited energy, and once

more water resources assessments are crucial to a sustainable development of hydropower. Today only 6% of the
global energy demand is
covered by hydropower, but
the total exploitable potential
is far larger, maybe 8 times.
On the reverse side of hydropower development, reliable
assessments are needed for
reducing unwanted environmental side effects, and allowing alternative options for
controversial schemes to be
evaluated.

The medicine for the illness

Irrigation schemes are indispensible for the world's food
production, and agriculture
is the thirstiest consumer of
the world. Roughly two
thirds of world water consumption goes to agriculture,
and particularly to irrigation.
It is also part of the story that
irrigation obviously is most
needed in arid and semi-arid
areas, where water resources
are scarce, and soils may be
vulnerable to erosion. Low
efficiency in irrigation technology (only about half of the During the flood period modern equipment was used: Acustic Doppler Current Profilers, ADCP.
What is the situation regarding water resources assessments, in particular in developing countries?
UNESCO and the World
Meteorological Organization
have tried to answer this
question in a report from
1991, and with discouraging
findings. Since the 1970s,
when many countries invested in new station networks
and up-to-date data processing systems, the trend has
reversed. The report's description of the African region
may be quoted:

FieldDatafromSpitzbergen

"The initial modest increase
of the hydrological networks
has now given way to
rapid detorioration in operations and equipment. The
number of precipitation and
streamflow stations remain
wholly inadequate for meaningful assessment, planning,
or design purposes. The number of water quality stations
is even less so. There is now
also a marked decline, due to
a lack of funds for even the
most elementary operations."

Data from
transmitted

between 35 000 and 45 000.
There is no systematic
assessment of global water
resources, and no intergovernmental body for ensuring
a comprehensive overview on
water. There is no early warning when land use (or misuse) practices threaten to
destroy
regional
water
resources. There is no sufficiently comprehensive system
for water quality surveillance.

the most nothernly
metering
by satellite
to the Norwegian

station
Water

in the world at Bayelva
in Spitzbergen
is
and Energy Administrations's
headquarters

in Oslo. The stations measures water levels, temperature and sediment transport. The red
colour in the water comes from sediments containing iron.
Photo: Wenja Paaske

It is a telling indication of the
poor state of affairs that we
do not know even the average
global total runoff from the
land to the sea. Most estimates center around40 000 km3
annually, but the range of
uncertainty is often given

is simple to prescribe, and
difficult to provide: Financial
resources for water resources
assessments,
Institutional
arrangements, and Technology transfer when needed.
One positive attempt to
improve this bad situation is
the establishment of a World
Hydrological Cycle Observing System (WHYCOS), a
network of long-term, highquality stations, established
with the support of international organizations.
The Norwegian water resources and energy administration, Hydrology department,
has long experience from
many parts of the world in
providing expertice in hydrology and water resources
assessments. In brief, our
competence covers station
network design and operation, measurement and observation technology, basic and
advanced data processing,
and hydrological data base
management. We have good
competence in mathematical
modelling of hydrological
processes, with applications
in e.g. lowflow and flood
forecasting, and environmental
impact assessments, in
particularrelated to hydropower development. Counterpart training is normally a
partof projectactivities.
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Astrid Voksø and Geir Taugbøl

NORWISis a computerizedinformationsystem
containinginformationfromseveraldisciplines
relatingto waterresourcesplanning.All information
relatesto water'snaturaldrainagepatterns.The
registercontainsfacts aboutdrainagebasins,lakes,
waterfallsand glaciers.In additionthereis
informationaboutregulatorymeasuresand other
encroachmentson riversystems;conservationand
restrictions,settlementsand agriculture,as well as
referencesto gaugingstations,reportsand projects.
The basic key to NORWIS is
the drainage basin boundaries,
which divide Norway into areas
according to natural drainge
patterns. This division is called
REGINE (REGister over NEdbørfelt - or: register of drainage
basins)

Information from NORWIS can
be extracted on screen or as
printed material as lists,
catalogues, publications and
maps. For presentation on maps
GIS is used. GIS is a Geographical
Information
System,
which, in addition to producing
maps on different themes, is
used for analysing geographical
relations and to carry out quantitative calculations of different
areas.
How is NORWIS structured?
NORWIS consists of several
tables, one for every theme .
The key table is REGINE. The
country is structured in a hierarchic system on several levels,
each level being defined in
more detail than the last. The
262 major hydrometric reference areas form the highest level
in the classification; there are
approximately 17,000 units at
the lowest level. REGINE contains a total of approximately
27,000 units at all levels. For
every unit there is geographical

and administrative information,
such as area size, length, altitude and name, municipality and
map sheet number.
The database is constructed by
relating the different theme
tables geographically to the
individual objects in REGINE.
Hydrometric reference numbers
are used as a geographical indication key.

Authors Astrid Voksø and Geir Taugbøl holding a water level map between them. Photo Wenja Paaske.

In addition to being located by
a hydrometric reference number, all units in the theme
tables have a serial number.
For example, the register contains around 64,000 identified
and geographically located
lakes with properties measured
in GIS. This includes all lakes
in Norway with a water area
larger than around 0.02 k.

issued. PROJECT describes all
research projects that NVE has
supported. The hydrological
gauging stations in Norway are
found in a special database
(HYDRA), where all information relating to the stations is
kept and updated. Information
on "where, what
and how
often" for every station is found
in NORWIS.

Encroachment tables (power
station,
reservoir,
dam,
embankment) are updated and
maintained in a special database
(INNGRI).
With access
through NORWIS, information
of type, year of construction
and size, is obtained from INNGRI.

Geo ra hical Information
System - GIS

The reference tables do not
always contain actual data. As
an example REPORT contains
a description of all hydrologyrelated reports that NVE has

In GIS, geographical data are
stored in a spatial database.
Map information is stored in a
programme that can treat and
present this type of data.
From the Norwegian Mapping
Authority NVE has purchased
cartographical base data, such
as description of coast line,
rivers and lakes, altitude and
communications.

After several years NVE now
possesses a complete geographical database of the individual
themes from NORWIS. REGINE's boundaries are digitised,
the lakes are identified, the various parts of the hydropower
system (dam, power station,
reservoir, waterway, power
lines) are digitised and the
gauging stations are geographically referenced by coordinates.
All units have the same identification in NORWIS and in GIS.
What use do they serve?
What use do we have for all
these data in table form and in
GIS?
There are two aspects that
should be emphasised here. One
is the opportunity these databases give us to obtain easily
information on various aspects

On the Alta River

of the river systems. As all
information is geographically
referenced by the hydrometric
reference number, this information can be retrieved by searching for units with the same
hydrometric reference number
in the theme tables. As an
example, it is possible to obtain
information on the encroachment situation together with the
area calculations for the drainage basin and all lakes. The
individual official may retrieve
updated information without
having to search in files, or contact local officials for the specialised subject area. The result of
the search may be presented on
lists from NORWIS together
with maps from GIS.
Some of the information in
NORWIS dates from the time
before GIS became part of
NVE's standard equipment, and
needs updating. GIS has
effective functions for calculation and counting, and is therefore used to update theme tables
with verifiable data. For instance, water inflow to all power
stations is now updated with
GIS by combining REGINE and
isohyetal maps for the period
1930-60.
What knowledge have we
gained, and how do we
see future development?

Finnmark, northernmost part of Norway, has been called «The
Land of Adventure». A trip on a river boat on the Alta River is

Picture was taken during a recent NVE inspection tour of the
Alta Dam, close by. One important question: what is the impact

one of the many thrilling experiences the visitor to this part of the froin the dam and power station on the Alta River salmon?
country can look forward to.
Photo Harald Brynildsen.

REGINE and NORWIS provide
efficient systematic information,
and GIS provides good presentation and the possibility for
improved data quality. NORWIS is available in a user-friendly application, but only as
tables without maps. GIS is as
yet unavailable in day-to-day
administration. It is cumbersome to use and requires special
knowledge. In the course of
1996 thiswill be improved, and
GIS and NORWIS will be
combined and developed into
task-directed,
user-friendly
applications. The systems and
the structure are in place and the
programmes used (SYBASE
and ArclInfo and Arc/View) are
full of potential. What remains
is to adapt this to the needs of
the user.
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Interested parties and governmental development agencies
want to support sustainable projects, hence an acceptable legal
framework (water resources and
energy act) including regulations
and tariff systems normally will
be required. This is especiallythe
case when private investors are
involved.

Torodd Jensen, Senior Engeneer.

Torodd Jensen
1 INTRODUCTION
The major purpose of this article is to point at the time dimension in the development of
hydro power with focus on
developing countries. Historically, the time period from the
planning phase until electricity
is available, has lengthened
with the increasing complexity
of hydro power technology and
interestedpressure groups.

Normally the financing institution will carry out a fact finding
mission to undertake meetings as
well as a field visit to all relevant
areas to confirm given information on the project. In this phase an
Initial Environmental Screening
of the project can be carried out
The objective of the screening is
to clarify any serious environmental issues which can delay or
stop the developmentof the project at a later phase. The fact finding mission will also clarify the
need for additional basic data
regarding mapping and hydrology. Knowhow on the areas
hydrologyis a prerequisiteto study the economic feasibility of a
project and several years of
recorded data from the catchment
area or a neighbouring area is
needed.

Based on the reports from the
fact finding mission and other
sources of informationthe Terms
of Reference (TOR) for the consultancy work will be carried out
The last century has clearly and bidding documents for these
shown the complexity of hydro- services will be prepared.
power. During the first period,
hydro power was concidered the A Comprehensive Feasibility
"white coal" which could give Study of recognized international
the necessary electricity for standard and format acceptableto
industrial purposes, and enhan- the relevant government bodies
ced quality of life.This period as well as potential financial
was characterized by simple institutionswill include:
planning, and sometimes descisions on implementationof a scheme was made before the planning
had started. None, or little concern was put on environmental
issues. The only question was
how quickly the electricity could
be available to the increasing
consumption of industry and
households.

2.2 Technical, Economic and
FinancialStudy
Review of previous work related
to the project and a detailed programmefor field investigations
for example hydrologicalsurveys,
incl. erosion and sediment transport, topographical and geological mapping, need for transmission, data on the development of
electricity consumptionup to the
present time - for the nation as a
whole (if the project is a major
scheme) or for the supply district
( if the project is small),comment
on current official development
plans, incl. official forecast for
future consumption,escription of
how the project will fit into the
total pictureetc.
The need for peaking is relevant
at this stage as a hydro electric
project can be flexibly operated
withoutloss of efficiencyand thus
be the power heart in a mixed
hydro/thermalelectricitysystem.
The overall layout of the project,
with due consideration for the
environmentaland social conditions in consultation with the EIA
team, will be based on the information collected and surveys carried out. The report will include a
cost estimate and calculation of
the Economicand FinancialInternal Rate of Return (EIRR and
FIRR) and analyze sensitivity of
the result to changes in main data
and assumptions,and construction
time, construction cost and productionfigures.

4

Baselinehealth and nutritionstudywhich will include assessmen
of health and nutritional status of
the resident population and will
provide baseline information
which can be used for later comparative studies.
Socio-culturalstudies, including
resettlementprogrammes
-Land use study and forestry studies
Water quality/auquaticlife study
Wildlife and vegetationstudy
-Mitigation measures and programmes
In cases of significant adverse
impacts, the studies and investigations carried out shall be used
to draw up programmesand measures to counteract the negative
impacts. This can include programmesfor electrification,fishery improvements, water supply,
safeguard the constructionphase,
an annual economic compensation to the affected community in
percent of net income of the project etc...
3 Financing
The feasibility study shall be
acceptable for a bankable report,
includingwhateverinformationis
required by the financing institution. In order to safeguard the

investmentthe lender can influence the design of the project. In
some cases this has resulted in
technicalsolutionsnot recognized
as state of the art technology and
resulted in increased cost. The
lender will also require environmental assessment impacts studies according to his guidelines,
2.3 Environmental and Socio- and especially resettlement of
EconomicImpacts
people is a matter of deep conOn basis of the screening report cern.
there is normally a need to carry
out studies as:
Hydro power has high investment

cost and low operation cost
high investment cost tc:Q
with uncertainties in hydre
geology, legal framework
regulationsand expectedpri
the power may lead to incr
interests and/or a short pay
period. The cost pr kWh c;
too high during the firts ten
of operation to fullfil the i
utilizing hydroelectricpowe
source for improved activ
the industry and quality of
people.
4 Time Dimension
Time Dimension is charact
by reconnaissancestudies,
cing of feasibility studies,
Activity\year
Reconnaissance study
Financing of feasibilitystudy
Bidding procedures for consultancy
services
Pre.feasibilityand feasibilitystudies
Financing\ concession for
implementation
Detailed design
Bidding procedures for
contractor\supplier
Construction

The Time Dimensionin the
scheme(15-100MW).
It indicatesa period of appr
of the project until it is com
owner to produce terms o
necessaryfor concessionan
is need for flexibilityin the
se can preventthe use of stat
optimumsolutions.

A Eupopean Record in the Making A Norwe

Today one recognizes hydropower as a renewable resource for
electricity supply with environmental, socio-culturaland economic advantages and disadvantages. This article summarizes the
Norwegianexperiencesof discussions on Norwegian support to
the Pangue hydroelectric project
(520 MW) in Bio-Bio river, Chile, as well as the Khimti Khola
(60 MW) and the Jhimruk Khola
(15 MW) hydroelectricschemes
in Nepal. Focus is put on the need
to answer questions of Governmental Agencies,FinancingInstitutions, Non GovernmentalOrganizations (NG0s) and the owner,
or the company who will operate
the schemeafter completition.
2 Prerequisitestudies
2.1 General
A developingcountry, not having
financing resources, will apply This was the scene at Glomfjordvass-dammen near Svartisen in the county of Nordland almost a year ago. The The Svartevann Dam is one
for this support by financing picture shows the spreading of a75 centimetre thick asphalt core. Gravel, crushed and aggregate are laid period 1974-77 and is a typi
institutions (World Bank etc) or down in separate layers on both sides of the core.
volume of fill is about 5 milli
foreign governmentalaid agenci- Delegates to the ICOLD conference will witness a striking piece of construction when they visit the dam on the million cubic metres of wate
es. In some cases private resour- 10th of July. At the end of the construction season last year the dam had reached the 506 metre contour. In the largest dam. Comprehensive
ces within the country can be course of this summer it will reach the 540 metre contour and in 1997 the entire structure will be finished. At pressure within the body of t
«We have obtained useful inj
available together with foreign 128 metres, Glornfjordvass-dammen will be the highest asphaltic core dam in Europe.
interests.
hom of the Sira-Kvina Power
Photo Harald Brynildsen.
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ig and concession procedures Terje Gimming
implementation of the sche, detailed studies including
Iding for contractors and sup- For more than 20 years
ers and time for construction. NVE has been involved in
some cases also training periassistance
s for operation should be inclu- development
J.
within its areas of compee Time Dimension is depen- tence in both the waterand
at on the hydropower scheme
,?.1f
and the countries abality to energysectors. Most of the
ance the scheme with local work has been related to
ources. Normallya large hydro Norway's
development
er scheme will be more time assistancethroughthe Norsuming both in planning and
struction phase. However, wegian Directorate for
ncing and concession proce- Development Assistance
es can delay a project with (NORAD). NVE has a cooeral years.
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

roximatefor a medium scaled
years from the first discussion
clearilyshowsthe need for the
sking for consultancy studies
ue to the time dimensionthere
d designin the feasibilityphahnologyand thus result in less

peration agreement with
NORADthat providesprofessionalassistanceboth to
NORADand directlyto the
countriesto be assisted.

rently underwayin Angola,Nami- Organizinginstitutionalrestructubia, Gaza/WestBank, Nepal and ring and manpowerdevelopment
Laos.
Norway's new energy law, which - Performingdam safety evaluatiwas enactedin 1991is in the fore- ons, emergencyplanningand perfront when it comes to creating sonneltraining
competitiveand commercialconditions in the electricitysuppyindus- - Conducting technical, economic
try. Delegationsfromall cornersof and environmentalevaluationsof
the worldhave visitedNorwayand hydropowerplants and transmisNVE to learn about the law, the sionlines
way or organizingthe industryand
how trading in electric energy
Evaluating energy systems for
works.
optimalconstructionand operation
NVE's Hydroogy Department is - Developing new and renewable
the center of expertisefor applied energysources
hydrology.NVEparticipatesas the
Norwegianrepresentativein many Promotingenergy efficiencyand
internationalorganizations,and is conservation
also involvedin internationalprogrammesor projects,eitherthrough Organizingand marketingof elecNVEas an organization,or through tricitysupply
assignmentas individualexperts.

Professionalassistanceoffered by
NVE,throughits intemationaloffi- NVEincludes
ce, assistsNORADin varioustasks
from the pointthat a projector pro- - Preparing laws/regulations on
grammeis conceiveduntil its com- water resourcesand energy/elecpletion. Thus NVE assists in the tricity
initial evaluationsand screeningof
projects, prepares Terms of Reference, invitesproposalsand assists
in contractnegotiationsfor the execution of projects. NVE will frequentlyassist in the follow-upand
cany out evaluationsat variousstages of projects.

Withinthe fieldof hydrology:

Terje Gimming

Glaciersand snowresearch
Environmentalhydrology

Hydrometry
- Water balance managementand
floodforecasting

Hydrologicalsoftware and data
analyses

In recent years NVE has provided
institutionalassistanceunder contract with institutionsin developing
countries. Such engagements
involve the developmentof legal
frameworksin the water and electricity sectors,institutionalstructures, administrative systems and
training. Such assistance is cur-

rockfill Dam

For several years and in different fields NVE gave development assistance to this project —the Yhimruk Power
Station in Nepal. Photo Hallvard Stensby.

ProfessionalAssistance
As an experiencedinternational
adviseron mattersrelating
to watermanagementand energy
resources,NVE can offer assistancein
the following

Send your request to:
ing points on ICOLD' s Western Norway Tour. It was built in the
n rockfill dam with an impervious core of moraine gravel. The total
es. Behind the 130 metre high dam lies a reservoir with about 1.500
Dam was, during construction and for some years after, Norway's
easurements were undertaken which gave continuous data on the
the movements within the fill rnaterial.
ich other dam builders can also benefit from, says Per Olav Haug-

hoto Bjarne J. Nicolaisen, NVE.

NVE
P.o. Box 5091 Maj.
0301
Norway

Li Legislation

Institution building
LJ Dam safety surveillance
Emergency planning
LJ Technical, economic and
environ mental evaluation
Hydrologi

Name:
Company/Institution.
Address.
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John G. Martinsen

The Threat
The militarythreatto electricitypowersupply
arisesfromthe importantrole a stablesupplyplays
in a country'soveralldefencesystem. Most military
offensiveplansgive priorityto the destructionof
importantinfrastructureand manyelectricity
supplysystemsconstituteclearmilitarytargets.
Dependingon theirsignificancesupplieswill be
underthreatof attackfrommilitaryunits.
Dependence on Electric Power
Civilian society is as dependent
on electric power in war as in
peace and in certain areas, even
more so. Industries important
for the war effort will, in many
cases, have to step up production and so increase their need for
electric power. The defence
effort is dependent on electric
power through its civilian support functions in transport, communications, health care and
food supplies. The disappearance of power supplies before or
during a mobilisation phase can
lead to delay or a complete halt
because railway operations and
other transport and communications systems are affected.
Extensive power cuts can reduce people's morale and willingness to defend themselves
because of the difficult and
often chaotic conditions which a
lengthy absence of power supply can entail.
Threats Against
Power Supply
Most military attacks against
an electric power supply will

,

result in extensive power cuts
which can take a long time to
put right again. Two types of
threat in particular are expected to be relevant for the type
of target which power supplies
represent viz. sabotage and
attack from the air. In the transitional period from peace to
war, sabotage is the most likely form of attack on power
supply systems. Military sabotage operations can be carried
out by persons with local
knowledge (Fifth Columnists)
or by the attackers' own troops
or special forces. Groups of
saboteurs who gain access to
transformer stations or power
stations can, using explosives
they have taken with them, put
important sections of the facilities out of function for a very
long time. For example, it can
take over a year to replace a
transformer which has been
destroyed. Fire can also cause
damage which is difficult to
repair. Serious fires can be
started if the group of saboteurs gets access to the cable
trenches which can be filled
with inflammable liquid and
lit. If the insulation material in

•
the wires and cables once
catches fire, this can result in a
lengthy fire. Groups of saboteurs who get access to operations centres and control
rooms can destroy computer
and communications equipment thereby reducing the
possibilities
for
effective
management and control of
the power system.
Attack from the air is a possibility in a war situation where
the attacker is in a position to
mount an attack by aircraft
equipped with bombs or
missiles, or by using missiles
fired from a great distance e.g.
cruise missiles. Destruction of
infrastructure, including power
supply facilities, is usually
given priority in most attack
plans, in the initial phase of
the conflict. Attack from the
air on power facilities, in
which the power supply facility is a primary or secondary
target, is assumed in all probability to be undertaken in this
phase.
Securing the Power Supply
The development of a power
network -- with its many critical points and lengthy transmission lines
make it
impossible to prevent all types
of attack on the power facility.
The main aim in securing a
power supply facility is therefore to reduce the consequences of the damage and destruction which can be inflicted on
the facilities. In principle security measures can be divided
into offensive and defensive
measures. Offensive measures
are military air or ground

å

operations against enemy forces which threaten the power
supply facility. These measures are costly and must be viewed in the light of the military
forces` other commitments.
Defensive measures are measures of a technical, constructional or administrative nature
to protect the power system as
a whole (system security) and
the individual power facility
(object security).
System

security

is planned

measures such as:
alternative operations of the
combined network. Planned
re-routing and diversion
systems
use of emergency generators
for essential users
increase in the number of
key facilities e.g. major
transformer stations
supply
of
smaller
regions/districts from local
power stations ("island" supply
procedure)
- power rationing
Object
security
consists of
passive and active security
measures and repair measures.
Passive
security
measures
are
constructional security measures primarily designed to
protect the power facilities and
their staff against armed force
and against forced physical
entry. The measures include
building standards and standards for design and reinforcement of structures so as, for
example, to make the dam
capable of withstanding loads
and shocks arising naturally,
but also to make it strong
enough to withstand the
effects of war. Furthermore

Section Leader
John G. Martinsen.

the measures include the
selection of transmission line
routes, fire protection and the
building and equipping of
shelters for management and
operational personnel.
Active security measures are
the installation of an armed
security guard system with
police and smaller military
forces, together with those
measures which can make
more effective a security
guard system such as the construction of simple guard
posts, provision of barrier/road
block material etc.
Measures
consist of
the provision and storage of
essential spare parts and repair
equipment necessary to repair
damage and destruction, as
well as appointing and training
an emergency force which can
be rapidly mobilised to repair
damage at individual facilities
and throughout the electrical
network.

Repair

Conclusions

A dam destroyed
by military action and tens of thousands
of people
threatened
by flooding
this was precisely
the picture in January

1993 when Serbian troops had detonated 30 tons of explosives at
the Peruca Dam in Croatia.
The explosion could have put 20 000 people in danger of their lives
along the Zetina River. But disaster was avoided because one of the

reservoir gates had been opened and allowed a reduction of the
water level to 4,2 meters below normal. The reservoir is 540 mill.
m3. One power station of 42 MW was destroyed.
Two dam experts from the Norwegian
Water and Energy Administration
visited the Peruca Dam to give the Croatian authorities

advice on modern dam construction.

Measures to secure power
supplies against acts of war
have to be concentrated on the
most important facilities and
have to be designed on the
basis of acts which can destroy
the power supply more or less
permanently (several weeks or
years). During times of peace
and in war before a security
guard system has been established, sabotage is the most
likely threat. During times of
war the threat of air attack, either from aircraft or from
remote fired missiles is the
most serious. In Norway a law
for the defensive protection of
power supplies has existed
since 1948. This has made it
possible for the authorities to
impose direct requirements on
power developers to increase
the capacity of power supplies
to resist the damage and
destruction brought about by
acts of war. The requirements
have been worked out in detail
and are set out in special
publications and guidelines.
This has led to the building up
of a power
supply
system
which is well equipped to
withstand and to handle the
many problems a war can
bring about.

Water&E~

The enormousflooddisastersin Europeand the
USA in recentyearsshow how vulnerablethe highly
industrializednationsare to "normal"floods. There
are indicationsthat securityworkin riversystems
shouldbe bettercoordinatedin futureso that the
investmentsmadeprovidemoresafetyin return.
rity Planningin the RiverCourse
(ISPR) has been initiated.This
impliesthat differentprofessions
The experiencegained from the and agencies work together to
big flood disasterin Mississippi achievethe goal of the best posRiver,USA,in 1993:
sibleinputof resourcesintoriver
coursesecurity.
The damage from the disaster
was enormous,provisionalfigures range betweenUSD 12 and Quantitative Methods to be
16 billion. Around 100,000 Used in ISPR
homesweredestroyedin the disaster, most of them belongingto ISPR implies that quantitative
low-income families who had methodsbe used to measurehow
settled in the flood-endangered resourceinputshave affectedthe
expected losses through flooareas.
ding. In practice devising such
Bold attemptsat limitingthe flo- quantitativemethodspose a conod damagewere made however, siderablechallenge,and this can
e.g by draining down of flood be illustrated by putting the
control reservoirs.It is calcula- question:
ted that the extentof the damage What is the value of humanlife
wouldhave been morethan dou- expressedin cash? Can a moneble had this flood controldevice tary value be put on human life
or is this ethically repugnant? To
not beenused.
Jan F. Nicolaisen

put a price on human life

Flood protection works which through quantitative methods is
were carried out on the river
banks for protection against erosion and flooding did not, for the
most part, function in accordance with expectations. A total of
1,400 structures actually failed,
leading to major flood damage.
These are some of the experiences presented in a report entitled
"Sharing the Challenge" by an
officially appointed Committee
set up after the flood disaster.
Among the recommendations
put forward by the Committee to
limit the extent of such flood
disasters in the future was one
that cooperation between different responsible bodies should
be better.

Needfor Optimalised
ResourceInput
That floodsoccurand are part of
the order of things is only natural. Attentionmust thereforebe
focused on how to limit the
damage. In this connectionthe
dam owneras well as the public
and private sector can play a
part.
With such great losses from flood disasters as exemplifiedby
the Mississippiflood, it is clear
that major investmentsin flood
protectionworks are acceptable.
At the same time there is a need
to optimalise these investments
as funds are limited.

Cooperation between public The HydraProject
authorities
The NVE (Norwegian Water
Today cooperationbetween the Resoucesand Energy Adminisdifferent professional discipli- tration) has proposed a project
nes is poor in this field. An called the "Hydra Project" for
exampleof this is that large are- the budget year 1996.This will
as subject to floods close to recordthe situationin Norway's
river coursesare zoned for resi- largest river course i.e. the
dentialpurposes. It is also typi- GlommaRiver and Laagenvasscal that measures concerning draget, with a view to an intethe dam facility are not viewed grated safety administrationof
in the context of the flood pro- the river course. The project
tection works. And the possibi- shall extendover 30 monthsand
lity of reducingfloods by drai- has a budget of about USD
ning in advancelarge reservoirs, 600,000.
is dependentin Norway on the
goodwillof the dam owner sin- Will this project constitute the
ce there is no legal requirement beginningof a wholenew era in
for it.
the administrationof our watercourses?There is much to indiImproved cooperation between cate this. Economic constrictiJan Fr. Nicolaisen,
Senior
public bodies require that the ons and the great potential for
Engeneer.
parties are agreed on the objec- damage in the river courses are
tives of safety work in river forcing the birth of a situation
ral standardsbecomemore elas- courses, which must be to get where resources are used in an
tic and thus ISPR will assume the most safety for every dollar optimalway. The HydraProject
greatersignificance.
invested.
is a right step in this direction.

Sand blastingfor Safety

not the same as "selling" human
life for the same amount. We all
accept risks whether we have a
conscious attitude to it or not. To
put a price on human life in such
a calculation is therefore necessary in order to assume a conscious attitude to the risk involved.
Nevertheless many people do
not accept that we can set a price
on human life in such an analysis.
There are clear problems involved in translating values into
dollars: values of art, scenic
beauty, cultural monuments
which are part of our cultural
heritage and national identity are
similarly difficult to convert into
monetary terms.
Construction
Standards: the
safety of dam structures will
largely be set by construction
standardswhich are difficult to
reconcile with a quantitative
analysis of the risk condition.
Ideally such construction standards should be set aside and the
analysis should be completely
quantitative.

The purpose of the analysis is to
give optimum cost solutions for
safety improvements in the river
course, and a non-optimal solution should therefore be rejected.
If construction design as expressed in standards or in the requirements of the authorities are not
in conformity with the analysis,
then the analysis itself should be
given precedence.

Integrated Security Planning
in the RiverCourse(ISPR)
To date most people are not willing to give the analysis such
preponderance. It is generally
agreed that a risk-analysis cannot supersede structural standards except in special cases.
This is certainly the most important objection to the ISPR con-

The interest common to all
involvedpartiesis to get the greatest possibleamountof security
out of each dollar invested in
river course safety. Anything
else in reality is a waste of
moneyfrom a nationaleconomic cept today. However, in the
point of view. To achieve the long run the analythicalmethods
aboveobjectiveIntegratedSecu- can be developedso that structu-
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The Zakarias Dam in the Tafjord Mountains in western Norway is 96 metres in height, making it
one of the highest concrete dams in Norway. It was completed in 1968.
By last winter it was about time to sand blast all steel structures on all water channels, such as
discharge gates, pipes and valves. The reservoir of 70 million cubic metres was drained to natural level. The sand blasting is undertaken both for reasons of safety and economy. Corrosion
damage can constitute a safety risk and rust on water pipes can cause loss of energy.
In recent years more emphasis has been put on this type of maintenance in dams at power plants.
«The next time will be in 20 years» says OddbjØrn Liane, the station manager at Tafjord for
Tafjord Power Company.
Photo Harald Brynildsen.
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Eivind Kindingstad

Governmentsin manydevelopingcountries,in
Africaand elsewhere,have changedtheir policieson
economicdevelopmentin recentyears.Todaymost
countriesbase their policies,in principle,on
deregulated,free marketeconomies.This
developmenthas acceleratedfollowingthe collapse
of the centralizedeconomiesof EasternEuropeand
the forrnerSovietUnion.
This change of policy pertains
to all sectors, including the
energy and water sectors. It
requires the implementation of
a new legal and institutional
structure which can, on the one
hand safeguard the public and
national interest of the country
and on the other create a framework of guarantees which will
attract much needed foreign
capital for the development of
the infraMructure of the energy
and water sectors. The IMF
and the AfDB have stated clearly that the investment funds
available through these channels are far from sufficient to
meet the needs of developing
countries in the years ahead.
The only realistic alternative
for financing ambitious developing programs in these countries is to attract private capital
from domestic and foreign
investors. Capital owners want
a reasoriable return on their
investment, depending on the
risks involved. The risks are
evaluated on the basis of political and economic stability of
the country and the guarantees
inherent in the legal system.
Experience shows that the
legal framework is very important in this context because
"rule by law", where the rights
and duties of the actors in the
sector are clearly defined, is
more predictable than "rule by
decree", which has been com-

mon in countries with centralized economies.
Norway was a developing
country at the beginning of this
century. Electrification and
exploitation of the country' s
hydropower resources became
a central element in the coutry's development policy. The
financing of these development
projects was almost totally
dependent on foreign capital,
available only from private
sources. The Norwegian Water
Resources and Energy Administration (NVE) has for 75
years been the Governments
main instrument in carrying
out this policy. The strategy
has proved very successful.
Norway is today the country in
the world which has put hydro
electricity to more profitable
uses than any other country.
Hydro electricity covers more
than 50% of the country's
energy needs and the per capita
electricity consumption is the
highest in the world.
NVE is today in a position to
share its experience with developing countries in many parts
of the world. We have currently cooperation agreements with
Angola, Namibia and Laos.
Angola
NVE's cooperation with the
State Secretariat of Energy and

Nun m a
Norweglan
Lan
Engineers and other experts in the Norwegian
Water and Energy Administration (NVE) usually
view a Norwegian dam dazzled by physical formulae and mathematical calculations. A dam
after all is designed to withstand the weight and
pressure of an immense quantity of cubic metres
of water.
Rune Stubrud, graphic designer in the drawing
office of NVE, also looked at an actual dam when
he set about to paint his picture, commissioned by
the Safety Division of NVE.
- But for me, the water was the most important
feature. I hope I have managed to express something that is alive. The picture shows a dam in a
Norwegian landscape. The most difficult part was
probably to achieve the colour shades of the
water, the greenness and everything else, says
Stubrud.
We can all view and admire the result at NYE's
stand during the dam symposium.
Photo Harald Brynildsen

Water Affairs (SEEA) in
Angola started in 1990. The
main objective of the cooperation is to assist in the strengthening of the knowledge base
and decision-making capacity
of SEEA in National Energy
Sector Management (NESMA). The so called NESMAprocess involves making available to key officials of SEEA
and other institutions in Angola the experiences of Norway
and other countries on the
development, implementation,
follow- up and control of energy policy. The main instruments for execution of policy
is of course legal framework
and institutional structure in
the sector.
The NESMA- process in
Angola started with a three day
seminar at Capanda in 1991,
sponsored by SEEA in cooperation with NVE. Participants
were key Angolan energy and
water officials and high level
experts from NVE, Norway
and similar institutions in Brazil, France, Portugal and USA.
The objective of the seminar
was to create a forum for
exchange of ideas, through lectures and discussions in working groups, on the main challenges facing SEEA and Angola in the energy and water sectors today. The discussions
resulted in a number of conclusions drawn by the Angolan
participants themselves.
Working group
Early in 1992 work was started
at SEEA to develop a new
General Law of Electricity for
Angola. A working group was
appointed by the State Secretary with the National Director
of Energy as chairman and the
Head of SEEA's Legal Department as secretary. NVE's
involvement in this work was

to provide advice and consulting discussions through a resident expert with long experience in energy sector management, including legal framework in Norway. The first draft
of the new electricity law was
available for hearings early in
1993. An important step in the
hearing process was a three
day working symposium, sponsored by SEEA in cooperation
with NVE and the World Bank
in Luanda, April 1993. Experts
from Norway, the World Bank,
Ivory Coast, Ghana and Portugal in addition to Angolan politicians and experts participated. The conclusions of the
symposium (the so called
QUALEG Simposio) gave rise
to very significant improvements in the Draft Law. The
working group at SEEA, after
further discussions with Angolan and foreign experts, presented a final draft proposal to the
State Secretary in the spring of
1994. This proposal, with
minor alterations, was passed
by the Council of Ministers
and sent to the National
Assembly in August 1994. It is
expected to be passed as the
new General Law of Electricity
shortly.
Available experts
NVE continues its cooperation
agreement with SEEA through
making available experts for
consultation by Angolan counterparts on implementation of
the new law, including associated regulations, developing an
energy policy for Angola,
institutional
structure
and
organization of the sector, and
training of key officials at
SEEA both in Angola and in
Norway. New working symposia are being planned on energy policy (after a draft policy
document is completed by a
working group) and on the

Eivind Kindingstad
consequences of the new law
for Angolan Utilities and energy users. It is expected that the
NESMA- process, supported
by NVE, will continue as long
as SEEA feels the need for this
cooperation.
Agreement
A similar agreement between
SEEA and NVE on National
Water Sector Management
(NAWASMA) was signed late
in 1993. A serninar on
NAWASMA, sponsored by
SEEA in cooperation with
NVE, was held in Luanda in
October 1994 with participants
from Angola, Norway, and
several other countries.
According to the agreement
NVE will make available
experts on legal framework,
policy making, organization of
the Water Sector, hydrology
and training of key personnel.
NVE has 75 years of experience in National Water Sector
Management, drawn in particular from the successful development of Norway's hydropower resources.
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In Norwayto getKnowledge
A very important opportunity for us to
listen and learn. This was the assertion
made by Dr. Leake S. Hangala, then
advisor to the Ministry of Mines and
Energy in Namibia, after a visit to Norway in early April.
Dr. Hangala and Paulinus Shilamba, at
the time Managing Director of the Energy Company Swawek, had some busy
days meeting with heads of Norwegian
development assistance and electricity
supplies. They were also the guests of
Norsk Hydro on a visit to Rjukan.

Harald Brynildsen
Both have subsequently changed positions. Dr. Hangala took over on May 1 as
managing director of Swawek. Shilamba is today a director in the Ministry.

A Spacious Country
I like flying Air Namibia. Not so much
for patriotic reasons, but because you
have plenty room. Just like in Namibia
itself! This was how Dr. Hangala made
the point that he comes from a country
of 1.5 million inhabitants populating an
area of more than 800,000 km2 (roughly 2.5 times the size of Norway).
In an interview with Water & Energy
Dr. Hangala explained that mining is
Namibia's main industry, with large
exports of minerals and metals, also to
European countries. Dr. Hangala himself is a geologist who studied at the
University of Helsinki where he also
obtained his Ph.D.
Cattle farming is another important
industry in Namibia. - We produce a
great amount of good beef. A lot of
good beer too, says Dr. Hangala with a
broad smile - and hastens to assure us
that Norwegian roast reindeer was
excellent. The sea outside Namibia's
coast abounds with fish, but the country
does not as yet have a large fishing fleet.

-
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Modest Electricity Production
July is a winter month in the highland
country of Namibia though snow is a
rare occurrence. However, at an altitude

Managing director of Nambibia's Swawek, Dr. Leake S. Hangala (right) and
Ministry director Paulinus Shilamba pictured in front of the powerful NVE horse.
of 1,500m the wind can be fierce and
evenings during June and July can be
quite cold.
An electric heater in the hut would be
very welcome. But electricity production in Namibia is modest. The country
has a production of its own of 240MW
and must rely on imports from South
Africa to cover a large part of its power
need. Expensive coal for its own electricity production also comes from SA.
We need more electric power for our
industry. And we have an extensive programme for electrification of rural areas, in the first instance for lighting and
cooking, say the Namibian guests. A
normal household consumption would
be in the order of 200-300 kWh a year.
We feel that this programme has been
a success even though the price of
bringing electric power deep into rural
areas is high. It is important that it is
paid for either by the subscribers or in
some other way. Without income the
power company will come to a standstill after a few years, Hangala points
out.
He also mentions that the electricity
demand concerns another important
area: to provide more fresh water.

Prospects of more Hydropower
Hopefully it will be possible to produce power from the Epupa-development
in the border river to Angola, Kunene,
which is now at the planning stage.
Epupa is to provide Namibia with anot-

her 400 MW in eigth to nine years. The
Epupa development will have a total
capacity of 2,000MW. The financing is
not yet finalised, but the World Bank is
in the picture as are other financing possibilities.
Namibia also has other large and longterm projects within the energy sector,
such as oil exploration outside its coast.
A little gas has already been found, but
so far no oil.

Need for more Knowledge
The guests from Namibia are confident
of the possibilities in this respect. At the
same time they emphasise the country's
need for new technology and vocational
training, for investments from abroad,
for new institutions and not least, for
knowledge about market potential.
In this connection it was natural to
come to Norway to meet with representatives of governmental bodies as well
as with private organisations, Dr. Hangala said.
And he asserted that the visit had been a
very important opportunity to obtain
new knowledge.
- We have been well informed both by
NORAD and Norconsult, by Statnett,
Statkraft, NVE and Hydro, said the present managing director of Swawek.
He also mentioned that Hydro, as well
as other Norwegian establishments
show an interest in contracts in Namibia, and that Norconsult can offer assistance in various fields.
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Kafue Gorge Regional Training
Centre is a Southern African
Development
Community
(SADC) project that offers training in operation and maintenance to hydropower personnel
from the ten SADC countries. A
management contract was awarded to Norpower (now Norconsult) in joint venture with Swedpower in 1989 by Zambian
Electricity Corporation
(ZESCO) and an extension has been
awarded for the period 1993-95.
The training centre offers high
standard facilities for teaching
and accommodation of about 40
trainees. It is situated near the
Kafue Gorge Power Station
with an installed capacity of 900
MW. This provides a unique
opportunity for interaction between theoretical
lessons
in
class-rooms and modern laboratories, with practical periods in
the power station.
NVE
(Norwegian
Water
Resources and Energy Administation),
Statkraft
(Norwegian

,

•••

Picture shows one recent class with two of their Norwegian instructors.
Energy Corporation), Kværner
Energy and Oslo Energi have
povided expertise for the highly
specialised courses. Jokkmokkskolan, the educational centre of

the Swedish State Power Board,
contributes with expertise from
Sweden.
The

project

that

is financed

jointly by NORAD, SIDA and
ZESCO, is designed to facilitate
local take over with the emphasis on achieving self-sustainablility professionally, financial-

ly and administratively.
The
Training Centre has about 40
employees and a yearly budget
of approximately NOK 8 mill.
(USD 1,2 mill.)
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In the first weekof June Norwayexperiencedits
most disastrousfloodin two hundredyears.It
causeddamageto housesand propertyalongside
riversand lakes for billionsof Kroner.Thisyear's
Whitsuntidebecamefar from the usualhappystart
to our brightsummer,but an incrediblenightmare
for tens of thousandsof people.The flood forecasts
announcedthat the waterwouldrise dramaticallyin
severaltownsand urbanareas.A numberof dams
and their powerplantsweresuddenlythreatened.In
one case a dam was only centimetresawayfrom
havingto be blownup.
Harald Brynildsen
The flood triggered enormous
effortsin many areas, with military forces, volunteers,and professional personnel in direct
battle againstthe water24 hours
a day.

(NVE) to get an assessmentof
the failure risk based on available forecasts. The flood forecasts indicated loads greater
than the dams were designedto
withstand.Could they stand up
to a flow of 5,000 cubic metres
per second, as the forecasts
said?
"Howmuchcan the dam
withstand?"

The power plant managerswere
asked to look at their calculations and engage outside expertise. Our three biggestconsulting
firms on dam constructionwere
on emergency call day and
night. Control calculations for
water pressure were made, and
not least, it was estimatedhow
flotsam in a river course could
affecta spillway. Bits of houses
and cottages,boats, balls of hay
etc. could obstruct it. Less than
a generationago large amounts
of timber logs would most likely have been another big problem.
But the days of timber
Section Leader Vidar Nebdal
floating
now belongto history.
Svendsen
The dam experts were given a
coupleof days to do their calcuIt was vital for the Safety Divi- lations. By then it had to be
sion of the Norwegian Water clear whether any dam was in
and En rgy Administration dangerof failure.In such a situ-

For several days the power station at Funnefoss on the Glomma River was in imminent danger of
being swamped. One of the two 20 MW production units stopped when water entered the station from
downstream. Photo Akershus Energiverk

ation evacuation downstream
would be necessary. At Glomma's estuary, where Norway's
largestriver approachesthe sea,
people had to evacuate their
homes. But luckily they could
move back withoutany damage
to their houses. Their only
experience of the flood was a
hasty flit - and a fright. Thousands of othershad their houses
ruined.
The need for preparedness
In recent years NVE has laid
down new requirementsto dam
owners on best possiblepreparedness in a flood situation.The
dam ownershave been required
Minister of Energy Jens Stoltenberg looks worried as he listens to
what a forecast of 5000 m3/sec really means: destruction of the station! Luckily the forecast situation never actually materialised.
Photo Harald Brynildsen

The river Glomma, now brown in colour rather than its customary blue, runs well over a threshold
dam near Strandfossen Power Station. 450 kilos of TNT was put together in readiness to create a new
outlet, but fortuneately the remaining 8-10 centimetres of dike held, and avoided the need for blasting.
Photo Arne Roar Nygård

to prepare concrete emergency
action plans. In the monthspreceding this year's disatrous
flood, a number of seminarson
river course accidents were
held. The seminarswere held by
NVE in cooperation with the
Power Producers' Organisation
(EnF0).
- We have now heard that the
seminarshad a direct effect on
the effortsduringthe flood, says
Vidar Nebdal Svendsen, Head
of Section in the Safety Division. -Well prepared plans were
put into action.
From the actual flood, the Head
of Section recalls how a dam
owner was consideringdetonating part of a dike. It was feared
that a high water overload
woulddamagethe power station
and cause other massive
destructionnear the station.
- The situation was assessed
hour by hour on that dramatic
Saturday, June 3. Only a few

centimetres remained, when it
became clear that the station
was saved.
Wouldhave withstoodthe
pressure.
The calculationsmade during a
few hecticdays and nightsmade
it clear that the dams would be
able to withstand the pressure
previous forecasts indicated.
The stabilityassessmentsshowed that there was in fact a large
safety margin. There was never
a real danger of dam failure,
NebdalSvendsenconfirms.
But in someplacespowerplants
were "drowned". And towards
the end of the flood period we
had a dam breach in Søkkunda,
a tributaryto Glomma.A secondary dam burst, and three million cubic metres of water flooded out. This did not however
make any differenceto the flood
furtherdownthe river course.

